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Abstract

The music of India is one of the oldest in the world.  The  technical  word for music throughout
India  is the  word  Sangeetha, which originally  included  dancing  and the drama  as well as vocal  and
instrumental music. Vadhya is a general term implying “instruments”.  The musical instruments in
Ancient India is discussed here.
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Indian music, a part of the Indian heritage is
a combination of three art forms; vocal music,
instrumental music and dance. These art forms
were originated as the manifestations of a single
field of stagecraft. But today these three art forms
have emerged different and highly refined
individual art forms.

Instrumental music occupies an important
position in Indian music. Ancient Sanskrit
literature and musical treatises has referred to
Indian musical instruments. Ancient Indian
sculpture also depicts musical instruments with
an amazing wealth of detail. It is possible to see
varieties of veenas, flutes, drums, pipes, conches
and bells in that sculpture.

Musical instruments have been depicted by
many Indian Gods and Goddesses. For example,
Saraswathy holds a veena, Siva plays the damaru,
Krishna plays the flute and Sage Narada holds a
Narada veena. This shows that there has been a
musical awareness in the ancient Indian culture.

Vedas mention several musical instruments.
Several kinds of veena namely maha veena, chala
veena, kapisirsha veena, dundubhi, bhoomi
dundubhi are mentioned in Vedic literature. The
Upanishads like Brihadaranyaka and Chandogya,
Puranas, Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagavat gita
and other sacred works contain innumerable
references to instrumental music.

Natyasastra of Bharata, one of the oldest and
most revered texts on Indian music describes the
theory and practice of the vocal and instrumental
music. Bharata refers to four varieties of

instruments namely, tata (stringed instruments),
sushira (wind instruments), avanaddha
(percussion instruments) and Ghana (instruments
which are struck against each other).

Natyasastra speaks about two veenas, chithra
and vipanchi as major veenas and kachapi and
goshtaka as minor veenas. Stringed instruments
with short necks appear very early in musical
history. Music lakshanakaras like Narada,
Matanga, Parsvadeva and Sarngadeva are
described about instruments in their treatises.
Almost all of them describe different names to
their veena-chala, achala, parivadhini, pichola,
chithra, brahmi, gathra, etc.

Flute was very old and leading instrument
in ancient India. Flute, Kombu, kuzhal, makudi,
sanku, bansuri, etc. are including in sushira
variety.

Pushkara, dundubhi, bhoomi dundubhi,
panava, dardura, pakhawaj, mridanga are the most
important percussion instruments. Cymbols, bells,
jalataranga and ghata among ghana group. Bands
and band music (orchestra) have existed in ancient
India. The bands were called kutapas. Three bands
are mentioned in Natyasastra-tata, avanaddha and
natyakrita. In tata group, the vocal musicians and
the players of the stringed instruments and the
flutists were included. In avanaddha, players of
mridanga, panava and dardura were included and
those that took part in the play comprised the
natyakrita.

Varieties of string, wind and percussion
instruments are presented in the sculptures of
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Sanchi, Amaravathi, Nagarjunkonda, Madhura,
Konarak and various temples of South India. Old
temple paintings and sculptures show that the
ancient Indian musicians used almost the same
kind of instruments prevalent these days. The
Sanskrit literature and music treatises are very
useful to have a clear idea about music and musical
instruments in ancient India before the study of
the present music.
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Soma, as thou art purified
incite to bounty Indras heart
to sit in place of sacrifice
The ten suit fingers deck
thee forth seven minister’s
impal thees one
The sagas have rejoiced in thee

When through the little thou
art poured,
we cloth thee with
a robe of milk
to be a gladdering draught for Gods

when purified with the Jars,
Soma bright red and golden hued.
clothed him with a robe hath of milk
Flow on to us and make us rich


